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ABSTRACT

The liquid crystal display (LCD) from an inexpensive pocket

television was converted to a spatial light modulator (SLM) for

the purpose of altering the phase front of a ten element diode

laser array to produce a single lobe far field pattern.

Characterization of the SLM determined the amount of phase shift,

amplitude nmodulatiun and polarization rotation properties.

Nonuniformities within the phase shifter and insufficient phase

shift prevented the formation of a single lobe. However, a very

limited phase grating was created and analyzed. LCDs from

inexpensive commercial pocket televisions were fotL ' unsuitable

for use as phase shifting spatial light modulators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phased diode laser arrays are very efficient at producing

high power coherent beams for a variety of applications.

Unfortunately arrays, composed of similar elements, operate in an

array mode in which successive elements are 1800 out of phase,

producing a double-lobed intensity pattern in the far field. 1 A

variety of techniques to produce a single lobe have been

investigated. 1-9 All of these techniques have limitations in

their effectiveness and/or their ability to be used in a

military/commercial application. Previous researchers have been

partially successful in producing a single lobe, by altering the

wave front with a fixed phase shifter. The purpose of this

research project was to develop and demonstrate a technique,

using a programmable phase shifter, that would enable future

researchers to determine an optimum phase shift which could then

be incorporated into a production feasible system.

The phase shifter in this experiment was the modified liquid

crystal display (LCD) from an inexpensive pocket television.

Prior to phase shifting experiments, the LCD was characterized to

determine the amount of phase shift, amplitude modulation and

polarization rotation properties. The maximum possible phase

shift was determined by placing it in a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer. The ability of the phase shifter, to shift

different sections of a laser array output by varying amounts,

was determined by creating and analyzing a phase grating. The

1



grating diffracted power from the central lobe of the laser into

side lobes. The amount of peak to peak phase shift in the

grating was determined by measuring a decrease in power in the

central lobe as the strength of the grating -?as increased.

The LCD's ability to modulate amplitude was determined by

simply measuring the variations in the transmitted power.

Polarization rotation properties were determined by measuring the

change in the power transmission through the phase shifter and an

analyzing polarizer, as the orientation of the polarizer was

varied.

The LCD was found to be capable of producing a maximum phase

shift of approximately 30% to 60% of a wave. The programmable

difference in phase shift, from one pixel of the display to the

next, was on the order of a few percent of a wave. Even as

slight a phase shift as this would have helped to move a small

amount of power into the center of the radiation pattern.

However, nonuniformities across the LCD diffracted a large amount

of power away from the central lobe and would have eliminated any

small benefit from altering the phase front of the array. It is

for these reasons that LCDs from inexpensive commercial pocket

televisions were judged unsuitable for use as phase shifting

spatial light modulators.
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II. THEORY/BACKGROUND

Individual elements in a diode laser array behave in a

manner similar to a single laser. However, because of an overlap

in their electromagnetic fields, these elements influence each

other in such a way that the array may only operate in certain

distinct array modes. For instance, all of the elements could

lase in-phase or adjacent elements could lase 1800 out-of-phase

as shown in Figure 1.io In the in-phase mode the EM fields of

the individual elements would add to produce significant fields

in the lossy region between the elements causing larger losses

for this mode. In the out-of-phase mode, the fields would have a

null in the region between elements so this mode has much lower

losses and tends to be the mode in which diode laser arrays

operate.

For an array with an even number of elements operating in

the in-phase mode, the combined wave front may be approximated by

"a full-rectified sine function times a Gaussian function. Where

"a Gaussian function may be written as

Gaus (x-xo) - exp (x-x)]. (1)

For the out-of-phase array mode, the combined wave front may be

approximated by a sine function modulated by a Gaussian function.

Examples of these two approximate solutions to the array near

field modes may be seen in Figure 2. Scalar diffraction theory

predicts that in the far field or Fraunhofer region the field

3
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(a) A typical 6-stripe semiconductor array.

O'-phass shift between elements

(b) An in-phase field distribution.

\- -

18*-phan shift between elements

(c) The same field elements as (b) but with a 1800 phase

shift between adjacent stripes.

Figure I. Array Near Field Radiation Pattern
(From Reference 10)
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distribution should simply be the Fourier transform of the

original field distribution.1 1 The Fourier transform of a

rectified sine function (calculated in Appendix A) has a main

central lobe with much smaller side lobes, as can be seen in

Figure 3. The Fourier transform of a sine multiplied by a

Gaussian is a pair of displaced Gaussian functions (calculated in

Appendix B), as can be seen in Figure 4. This explains the

production of the single and double lobe intensity patterns for

the in-phase and out-of-phase modes.

Many applications of diode laser arrays require a large

amount of pot concentrated in a small area. For this reason

several techniques have been used to eliminate the double-lobed

pattern. In one of these, the arrays have been placed in

external cavities containing spatial filters to force the array

into the in-phase mode. 2 A phase-conjugate mirror has also been

used to phase-conjugate one of the lobes forcing the array to

operate with a single lobe. 3

Another technique allows the array to run in the out-of-

phase mode and then rectifies the near field radiation pattern

using phase shifters. The near field has been rectified by using

internal phase shifters on every other element. 1 The elements

would operate in the out-of-phase mode for most of their length

producing favorable gain characteristics. The internal phase

shifter, placed near the emitting facet, would make the array

appear to be in the in-phase mode.

6
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A variety of external phase shifters have also been used.

Fixed phase shifters, either near contact phase shifters 4 or

shifters integrated with the array5 , were made by etching a

pattern into a semiconducting material, using the index

difference between air and the etched material to create the

index grating. A variable external phase shifter may be created

by using an amplifier with several elements. 6' 7 By varying the

injection current to individual elements, the index of

refraction, and hence the phase shift of each element was varied.

Several other methods have also been used to help create a

single spot. Anamorphic prism optics have been used to focus the

light from the two lobes down into a single circular spot. 8 An

algorithm has been proposed for the selection of certain elements

in large arrays. 9 Elements that helped in producing a single

spot would be turned on while elements that dispersed the light

would be turned off.

The technique used in this experiment was to use an

inexpensive programmable spatial phase modulator (SPM) for

rectifying the phase front. The SPM chosen for the present

experiment was the liquid crystal display (LCD) of a pocket

television set. The display is made of a twisted nematic liquid-

crystal cell. The cell contains a thin layer of liquid crystal

material sandwiched between two glass plates containing

transparent conducting electrode patterns.1L The liquid crystal

material is composed of long, thread-like molecules that give the

material a positive dielectric anisotropy. In a twisted nematic

9



liquid crystal cell, the glass plates are treated so that the

liquid crystal material near the plate has homogeneous

unidirectional alignment. The plates have alignment directions

orthogonal to each other giving each layer in the cell a slight

skew from the preceding layer. Each layer acts as a birefringent

sheet rotating the polarization of light a total of 900 as it

passes through the cell.

When a voltage is applied across the electrodes the liquid

crystal molecules tend to realign parallel to the applied

field.13  If the voltage is lower than the optical threshold the

molecules will tilt while maintaining their twisted orientation.

Varying this voltage, and the corresponding tilt, will alter the

index of refraction while n, intaining the polarization rotation.

A twisted nematic liquid crystal cell, operating below the

optical threshold, placed between crossed polarizers will act as

a phase modulator. By controlling the voltage of each pixel the

index of refraction may be varied from one region to the next

across the cell creating a spatial light modulator (SLM).

L.,quid crystal cells (LCC) found in the liquid crystal

displays of small pocket television sets are designed to operate

as broadband amplitude modulators. An LCC is placed between

parallel polarizers where it acts as a broadband polarization

rotator similar to a Faraday cell. Very little intensity is

transmitted at low applied voltages. The transmission increases

with increasing applied voltage due to a loss in the polarization

rotation properties in the LCC. The molecules in the LCC lose

10



their twist and simply tilt to align themselves with the

increasing applied field.

The results of these two modes of operation, for a

particular type of liquid crystal material (LC:E-7), can be seen

in Figure 5. The liquid crystal cell used to gather the

information in Figure 5 was from a single pixel cell. Therefore,

the results from an experiment using an inexpensive multi-pixel

cell may differ. Note the significant phase modulation below one

and a half volts and the significant amplitude modulation above

this voltage threshold. The vertical axis is in arbitrary units,

however, the author notes that the phase change from peak to peak

is equal to 2x.

It should be possible to create a phase modulating SLM by

removing the secondary/analyzing polarizer from a LCD. The

primary polarizer assures that the polarization of the light and

the molecules in the liquid crystal cell are aligned. To get

significant phase modulation the cell must be able to operate

below the optical threshold. This approach formed the basis for

the research described i.n the next chapter.

11
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III. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was conducted in several steps. The first

step was to characterize the phase shifting properties as a

function of the DC bias voltage. The next step was to create and

analyze a phase grating in the liquid crystal cell. The last

step was to image the array near field onto the cell and then

optimize the phase grating to produce a single lobe in the far

field.

The liquid crystal cell used in this experiment was the

display from a pocket television. Two cells were tested. One

was a Realistic television (model number 16-161), the other was a

Sharp LCD in a Sony television (model number FDL-370). The cell

was controlled by the television with an input video signal from

a black and white Cohu CCD video camera.

Characterization of Phase Shifter

Characterization of the phase shifter required knowing how

the phase shift changed as the voltage across the liquid crystal

cells was changed. The amplitude modulation characteristics of

the SLM, between parallel polarizers, was also investigated.

Characterization also included the confirmation of the phase

shifter's ability to rotate polarization.

Amount of Phase Shift. The amount of phase shift was

measured by placing the liquid crystal cell, with the primary

polarizer, in one leg of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer as shown

in Figure 6. To maintain a uniform applied voltage across the

13
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cell, the lens cap was placed over the Cohu camera. The

interference fringes were viewed using a GE CID camera connected

to a Zenith 248 personal computer with BEAMCODE beam analysis

software.

The orientation of the secondary polarizer was adjusted so

that equal amounts of power from each leg of the interferometer

were transmitted through the polarizer. Light from the LCD leg

was polarized at 900 from the orientation of the manufacturer's

primary polarizer. The polarization of light in the reference

leg of the interferometer was controlled by the laser.

This experiment was performed with three different lasers, a

HeNe, Argon ion and a GaAs single-mode diode laser. Depending on

the power and polarization of the individual lasers, half wave

plates were added as needed to the apparatus. To decrease the

power, neutral density filters were occasionally added to the

reference leg and in front of the camera. Each optical component

degraded the fringe image quality so the fewest possible

components were used.

The position of the interference fringes was recorded as the

brightness control voltage was varied. The brightness control

voltage is the voltage drop across the variable potentiometer

that indirectly controls the image brightness of the original

television. The image brightness of the Realistic television

decreased with increasing brightness control voltage. However,

the image brightness of the Sony television increased with

15



increasing brightness control voltage. Thus the arbitrary

variable "brightness" was defined as in Equations 2 and 3.

Brightness - 1 - Voltage (2)
Maximum Voltage

for the Realistic TV set, and

Brightness Voltage (3)
Maximum Voltage

for the Sony TV set,

where Voltage = Brightness Control Voltage.

Brightness was used as an indicator of the applied voltage across

the cell since the actual applied voltage is controlled by a

multiplexer and is inaccessible. The applied voltage should

increase with increasing brightness.

The position of the fringes, at various brightness levels,

provided both the distance that the fringes moved and the

distance between fringes. The ratio of the fringe shift to the

fringe separation distance was equal to the ratio of the phase

shift, in radians, to 2x. This ratio was also the same as the

fraction of a wave of phase shift.

The experiment was repeated, with the lens cap to the Cohu

camera removed and a fixed brightness control voltage, while the

strength of the TV signal was varied. The signal was varied by

adjusting the aperture on the Cohu camera and by varying the

illumination on a uniform test card used as the test object. The

16



strength of the signal was obtained by measuiing the television

video signal voltage on an oscilloscope.

Amplitude Modulation. To measure the amplitude modulation

characteristics of the SLM, it was illuminated by a HeNe laser,

as shown in Figure 7. A secondary analyzing polarizer was places

after the SLM. It was oriented for minimum transmission while

the SLM was turned off. Thus, the polarizers were parallel to

each other. The transmitted power was measured as the

"Brightness" was varied.

Polarization Rotation. The previous apparatus was also used

to confirm the polarization rotating properties of the SLM. The

brightness was set to zero. Transmitted power was measured as

the analyzing polarizer was rotated. The analyzing polarizer was

then placed in front ot the SLM and the experiment was repeated

to determine the orientation of the manufacturer's polarizer.

Creation and Evaluation of Phase Grating

The phase grating was created by taking a picture of a

striped test card (Figure 8) with the Cohu camera. The alignment

of the phase grating was controlled by translating the camera

from side to side. The periodicity of the phase grating was

controlled by moving the card toward and away from the camera and

reimaging it on the camera. The uniform constant phase offset of

the grating was controlled by the camera aperture and test card

illumination.

17
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Figure 8. Striped Test Card
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The phase grating was analyzed using two techniques. First

the interference fringes intensity profile data from BEAMCODE was

translated to, and analyzed by, ZAPPC Fringe Analysis software,

available from a Zygo interferometer (PTI). The second technique

used the apparatus shown in Figure 9. The intensity profile was

recorded at the two locations marked "Near Field" and "Far

Field".

The Far Field intensity pattern, obtained via BEAMCODE,

provided a qualitative assessment of the phase grating. To

obtain a quantitative measure of the effectiveness of the phase

grating, the variation of power in the central lobe (a dc

component) was measured as a function of the television signal

strength. This was done by placing a pinhole in the far field

pattern. The power at beam splitters 1 and 2 and the power in

the central lobe were measured several hundred times at each

setting of the television signal strength. This isolated the

phase grating effect from the fluctuations in laser output power

and the transmission of the SLM.

Optimization of Phase Shifter

The nonuniform transmission properties of the SLM diffracted

a large a-,ount of power away from the central lobe and prevented

the optimization of the phase shifter. The intended experiment

would have used the apparatus in Figure 10. This is an

adaptation of the apparatus in Figure 6.
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The microscope objective, following the diode array, was to

image the array near field onto the SLM. The Fourier lens would

have formed the far field intensity pattern onto the "Beam Code"

camera. The single mode Sharp diode laser (LT015MFO, A = 830 nm)

would have been used to analyze the phase grating. The single-

mode laser has the same wavelengths as the array, but it has a

much longer coherence length and was much more suitable for

interferometry. Several of the previously mentioned variables

would have been optimized to produce the greatest amount of power

in the central lobe.

23



IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Characterization of the SLM became the primary emphasis of

this thesis. Nonuniformities in the SLM as well as its very

limited phase shifting capability prevented the completion of the

original objective. It may still be possible to phase shift the

near field radiation pattern of a diode laser array using a

better SLM.

The SLM made from the Realistic television was characterized

extensively. In addition to the Realistic televisL ,

preliminary investigations were also performed on the Sony

television. It was found to have even worse optical properties

and was not characterized further. Unless specifically stated

otherwise, all of the results in this report are from the

Realistic television.

Nonuniformity

The nonuniform transmission (A=632 nm) of the SLM can be

seen in the SLM near field intensity pattern shown in Figure 11.

The horizontal pattern disappeared as the "brightness" was

decreased. The stronger vertical pattern remained for all

settings of "brightneso". Assuming that the amplitude modulation

can be modeled as an infinite series of two-dimensional Rect

functions.

00 x-n.00

E,•z (x, y) = E,• (0,0) • E rectx-a) .Erec y-cm) (4)
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Figure 11. SLaM Near Field Intensity Pattern
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where

b 2

rec -o) 1 X-I_ 1 (5)

1, b 2

For a sketch of rect(x) see Figure 12.

with x, y = Position coordinates along the horizontal and
vertical axis in the plane of the modulator,

b, d = Width, height of the high transmission bars,
and

a, c = Distance between bars.

Then the far field intensity pattern, which is given by a

Fourier transform (calculated in Appendix C) of the near field or

the transmission function turns out to be

I(f., fy) - ITo sinc(bf.) • comb (af) • slnc(dfy) comb (cfy) , (6)

where

x. Yf (7)

x-x

sicb s in7r b ,(8)

For a sketch of sinc(x) see Figure 12.

with 10 = Intensity at f, = fY = 0,
xf, yf = Position coordinates along the horizontal and

vertical axes in the focal plane,
I = Wavelength, and
f = Focal length.
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This corresponded well to the observed far field intensity

pattern as shown in Figure 13. The far field pattern contained a

two-dimensional comb function within a slowly varying envelope

that was similar to the sinc squared function.

The effect of this nonuniformity also appeared in a typical

fringe pattern, recorded using the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer,

as shown in Figure 14. The large horizontal fringes are caused

by a slight tilt in the interferometer. The vertical fringe

pattern and the bending of the fringes are caused by the

nonuniformity of the SLM. The vertical bars move when the SLM is

translated across the beam. Translation of the SLM also shows

that the fringe pattern bends more than the fringe separation

distance. This means that the SLM had a slowly varying phase

nonuniformity greater than one wave. This might cause a problem

in experiments that use a large portion of the SLM. For the

characterization work, with a one centimeter beam, the phase

nonuniformity had little adverse effect compared to the strong

effect of the amplitude grating. The irregularities in the

interference pattern, caused by the amplitude transmission

nonuniformities of the SLM, prevented the ZAPPC software from

analyzing any phase grating.

Phase Shift

The SLM was able to producL minimal phase shifting. The

interference fringe pattern from the Mach-Zehnder interferometer

28



Figure 13. SILK Far Field Intensity Pattern with

Uniform Video Signal
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Figure 14. Interference Fringes from Mach-
Zeehnder Interferometer
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would move with either a change in the brightness control voltage

or the uniform signal voltage.

Figure 15 shows a family of curves for phase shift vs.

brightness at several different wavelengths. The amount of phase

shift was obtained by capturing a series of images as the

brightness was varied. This image data was transferred to a Sun

workstation where MATLAB software was used to produce grey scale

intensity printouts as can be seen in Figure 16. MATLAB was also

used to perform some simple digital image processing. Figure 16

shows how, at a wavelength of 488 nm, strong diffraction almost

completely obscures the fringe pattern. The fringe pattern was

enhanced by finding the average intensity, of all the images, at

each point. This average image was then subtracted from

individual images to produce improved fringe patterns as shown in

Figure 17.

A series of these printouts was then used to track the shift

of the fringe pattern. Tracking the movement of all three

fringes shown in Figure 17 provided the mean and standard

deviation of the phase shift shown in Figure 15. The large error

bars represent the uncertainty in assigning an arbitrary position

to a fringe in a poor quality image.

Visual inspection of the fringe pattern, displayed on a

television screen, showed that the fringes drifted with time.

Rapidly capturing the fringe images on computer tended to reduce,

but not eliminate, this drift. The data shown in Figure 15 are

for single trials and the error bars do not include the

31
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Figure 16. Grey Scale Raw Fringe Pattern
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Figure 17. Enhanced Fringe Pattern
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uncertainty in the fringe position from one trial to the next.

Visual inspection of the fringes, with changing brightness

settings, confirmed the general shape of the phase shift curve.

The shift starts at an approximate brightness of 0.65 and peaked

at a brightness of one. The exact amount of phase shift is

highly questionable.

Initial characterization of the Sony/Sharp SLM produced the

faint fringe pattern shown in Figure 18. The enhanced fringe

pattern is shown in Figure 19. The Sony SLM was only able to

produce approximately 50% of a wave of phase shift, at 1=488 nm,

compared to 60% for the Realistic SLM. This limitation, along

with the even stronger pixel diffraction problem, eliminated the

Sony SLM as a contender for a phase shifter.

Quantifying the amount of phase shift vs change in

brightness was the initial step in characterizing the SLM.

However, it was the phase shift associated with a change in the

television signal voltage (much smaller dynamic range than

brightness control voltage) that was critical to the formation of

an SLM. Varying the amount of light to the Cohu camera, and

hence the uniform television video signal, produced only 4% to 7%

of wave phase shift, at A=632.8 nm.

The second technique, measurement of power in the central

lobe to quantify the phase modulation index, required the

creation of a phase grating. The grating was made by varying the

index of refraction from one pixel to the next using the

television signal voltage. The brightness control voltage was
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Figure 18. Fringe Patter-n Using Sony SIJI

(1=488 nin)
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Figure 19. Enhanced Fringe Pattern Using

Sony SLM
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common to all pixels and had no apparent direct impact on the

effectiveness of the grating. So the phase shift measured with

the second technique should only be compared to the 4 to 7% phase

shift, associated with a change in signal voltage, found using

the Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

Observation of an oscilloscope trace of the television

signal confirmed that the striped test card was able to produce a

sinusoidally varying signal as can be seen in Figure 20. If the

corresponding sinusoidally varying phase grating were the only

feature of the transmittance function of the SLM, we would expect

the far field radiation pattern to bell

E~f~m) J 1 ~8 (f-qt) ,(9)

where m = Peak to peak phase shift of the grating,
f 0 = Frequency of the grating, and
E0 = Intensity at f, = 0, m = 0.

The far field intensity pattern would be

- E[-Jq(.f) 8(fj-qf0 )] , (10)
I, o L -O0

where 1 = Intensity at f, = 0, and m = 0.

However, when the sinusoidally varying phase grating is

multiplied by the previously mentioned amplitude grating the

combined effect in the far field intensity pattern is much more

complicated (see Appendix D for details).
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I(f M) sinccb(f,-qfO)3 -comb [a(f,-qfo)] (11)

This may be interpreted as a summation of comb functions similar

to the far field pattern without a phase grating. Each comb

function is weighted by a corresponding Bessel function and

offset by an integer multiple of f,. The frequency of the phase

grating was approximately half the frequency of the amplitude

grating. This would cause new high intensity points,

corresponding to the odd terms, to appear halfway between the

previous points, along the horizontal axis, as is evident in

Figure 21.

The central lobe where f, = 0, is composed of several terms.

X (0:rn = J.) + 2J2(.! sinc(b2f,,) + 2J4{g) BiflC(b4f.) 4".2 (12)

For small values of its argument, the zeroth order Bessel

function is much larger than any of the higher order Bessel

functions. So the intensity in the central lobe, as a function

of the degree of phase shift in the phase grating, may be

simplified to

02( "'(13)

where 10 is the intensity in the central lobe in the absence of

any phase modulation, i.e. m=0.
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Figure 21. SLM Far Field Pattern With

Phase Grating
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Figure 22 shows the amount of change of power in the central

lobe as a function of the signal voltage (A=632 nm). This shows

that the intensity drops by approximately 3% from minimum signal

to maximum signal. This corresponds to an m of 0.48 radians or

7.6% of a wave and agrees with the previous calculation of

maximum phase shift using the signal voltage.

Polarization Rotation

The polarization rotation characteristics of the Realistic

SLM, obeying Malus' Law, can be seen in Figure 23.

1(0) = l(0o) cos2 (9 - eo) , (14)

where 8 is the orientation angle of the polarizer, and

80 is an arbitrary reference angle.

The solid line is the result of two polarizers followed by the

liquid crystal cell (LCC). The dashed line is the result of the

liquid crystal cell between two polarizers. The first polarizer

forms linearly polarized light. The LCC rotates the polarization

90, thus the analyzing polarizer experiences the same effect as

if the original polarizer, without SLM, were rotated by 900.

This is evident in the 90o offset between the two curves in

Figure 23.

Amplitude Modulation

The SLM worked well as an amplitude modulator, which was no

surprise since this is the application for which it was designed.
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Figure 24 shows the rapid increase in transmission above a

certain threshold of brightness (applied voltage). The amplitude

modulation results correspond nicely, with a little less

structure, to previous research (Figure 5).

Array Near Field

The array near field was imp-ed onto the BEAMCODE camera.

The light from the laser diode array is highly astigmatic

limiting the ability of a single spherical lens to image the

array near field. The image shown in Figure 25 is a compromise

between the horizontal and vertical focus settings. The focus is

very sensitive to the object distance and insensitive to the

image distance. Thus the exact position of the SLM should not

have been extremely critical.

The very low amount of phase shift would not have been

enough to form a single spot in the far field. However, even a

5% wave shift would have helped to move more power to the center

of the double lobe pattern. The very strong amplitude

diffraction grating would have completely destroyed any small

improvement that a slight phase grating would have created.
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Figure 25. Array Near Field Intensity Pattern
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S,

V. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

Inexpensive liquid crystal displays with a strong pixel to

pixel amplitude modulation are not suitable to be used as Spatial

Light Modulators for the purpose of altering the phase front of a

laser beam. Optical flats attached to the SLM, back filled with

an index matching material, should eliminate some of the slowly

varying phase nonuniformities. However, the amplitude grating

will still destroy any image being passed through the SLM.

Altering the phase front of a diode laser array to produce a

single spot in the far field is still a valid experiment that

should be investigated. A very high quality SLM is required and

attempts to modify inexpensive LCD displays found in commercial

pocket televisions should be avoided.
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APPENDIX A - Calculation of Far Field from In-Phase Near Field

The electric field of the in-phase array mode, for an array with
an even number of elements, may be written as (For an array mode
with an odd number of elements replace the sine with a cosine)

R"..'xW - EB.'(O) Iýin(2:. Gaua(:) ,(A.1)

where

Gaus ( exp I- , b

with x = Position coordinate along the horizontal axis in
the near field

2b = Distance between elements in the array
2c = Approximate width of the array

Enear(O) = Electric field at the center of the array.

The electric field in the far field is given by the Fourier
transform of the near field radiation pattern.

= E E.xr(0) (in (21C Gaus , (A.3)

where

- Xf (A.4)

with xf = Position coordinate along the horizontal axis in
the focal plane

I = Wavelength
f = Focal length.

The calculation of the above Fourier transform may be simplified
by first finding the Fourier transform of a single half period of
the rectified cosine function. A half period of the rectified
cosine function may be written as

t 1 (x) = co(2%b) -rec(), (A.5)
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where

rece.~c~o) 1 xxoH.reC4-, XO 2 1 a* (A.6)

For a sketch of rect(x) see Figure 12.

The Fourier transform of a half period of the rectified cosine
function may be simplified by using the identity

r Ig(x) - h (x) }=3 {g(x) }*J {ih (x) I , (A.7)

and by using the Fourier transforms of the cosine and rect
functions

.V-fcos/2:.. -X )I [I(f - -)+ 6(fx A8
1 2b11 2 2b 2b ~ +(A8

3r {reCt.} = JIb sinc (bf4) ,(A.9)

where

• sinxx-xO

sin4 (CXo) b ~l~3 .. (A.10)

For a sketch of sinc(x) see Figure 12.

The Fourier transform of a half period of the rectified cosine
function simplifies to

2b b

[fox= r., ~t- 1b + 8(f. + * bi sinc(bfr) (A.11)

Ib Al sinc (bf v - + sl-nc (bx+
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The complete rectified cosine function may be written as a sum of
offset half periods.

t-2 (X) = (P + (A.12)
+ cos (2 x.x b) rect (x-b)+.

This simplifies to

-( x+b\x+bn
t2 (x) E o(x2b Irec b

co X(&U~1c14  8 (a -(x+bzz))da

2b b
-fco 2b zCqS )U -~ t(XJbjodu((A-13)

= I [oos( X -C .ea

The Fourier transform of the complete rectified cosine function
may be simplified by using the identity

Yr {g(x) *h(x)} = Yr {g(x)• 3-r ( (x) 1, (A. 14)

by using the Fourier transform of the comb function

Y-{1-I comq-(L) I = Y9{ comb~bf.ý}, (A.15)

and by using the Fourier transform of a half period of the
rectified cosine function derived above in Equation A.9.
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The Fourier transform of the complete rectified cosine function
simplifies tojr it, eo) C

Yk2())-A0os2b e b() {It Iconiý)
sin=f.-A) + sindbrf.+!)] .comb(b) (A.16)

00

The Fourier transform of the complete rectified sine function may
be written as

7{fin(2:•b•} = 2{cos (2.- - (A.17)

Using the identity

.r { f (x - x0 )} = e-J22-f r if (x)), (A.18)

the Fourier transform of the complete rectified sine function
simplifies to

J .{ sin(2 = e 2 {t2(x) . (A.19)

The electric field of the in-phase array mode in the near field
(Equation A.1) may be rewritten as

E,.,r(X) = E__z(0) • ~-).Gauýx) .(A.20)

Making the same substitution in Equation A.3 yields the electric
field in the far field.

Hfaz ( fx) r E { Za (x)}
= •1 , • ( ) t2 (x_-b) . G.aus ( -) (A.21)

r E' () t 2 C54
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This may be simplified using the identity in Equation A.7, the
Fourier transform of t2 found in Equation A.16 and the Fourier
transform of the Gaussian function.

1G~au~f)} a "cGaus~cfx) (A.22)

Thus the electric field in the far field becomes

Efa (4x) -j2Xl r aýt
EneMr (0) - { 2( .c}.{~aa-)

-J,= .l _0 +sincb + -)] comb (b+I) .c0Gaugc)

-9 s&bx~incibfx.-Iaicb. 00 8(f-.9)j M us(cfx)-{oa
=-e'" 1- sind - -(+sin2 1 .1 8a-n') b Gausqf.-a))du

e-Jx 2[ \ si+-!)+i+ -) -\ 2jcau# -2

(A.23)

Rewritten in terms of the electric field at the center of the far
field this becomes

Ef.o , (0)° CPO) ° (c ) ( .4
Ef~(f) - E (-1)~ nsinc (n- )+sinc (n+l) Gnus(ct-)) (24

The associated intensity pattern is simply the square of the
modulus of the electric field pattern.

iE=fx)(-i) sinc (n---)+sinc (n+-- Gaus( ( f--

___r ........ - b) (A.25)

n=-O I"02)20

A plot of this function is shown in Figure 3 of the main text for
b = x, c = 10, and n = -5, -4, -3 ... 3, 4, 5.

The eqiation for the intensity pattern in the far field, for an
array with an odd number of elements operating in the in-phase
mode, is identical to Equation A.25 except it lacks the (-I)n
coefficient.
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APPENDIX B - Calculation of Far Field from Out-of-Phase Near
Field

The electric field of the out-of-phase array mode, for an array
with an even number of elements, may be written as (For an array
mode with an odd number of elements replace the sine with a
cosine)

EH. (X) = EH.(0) si2x-b) GauX (B.1)

where

GU(XXO) -ep _,X ( XX)2], (B.2)

with x = Position coordinate along the horizontal axis in
the near field,

2b = Distance between elements in the array,
2c = Approximate width of the array, and

Enear(O) = Electric field at the center of the array.

The electric field in the far field is given by the Fourier
transform of the near field radiation pattern.

Ez= (f.) =Z•{ Em~(X) }I ( B .3 )
R. •rE (0) •sin (2 •2 Gaus ,

where

X (B.4)

with xf = Position coordinate along the horizontal axis in
the focal plane,

S= Wavelength, and
f = Focal length.
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This Fourier transform be simplified by using the identity

Sig (x ) • h (x ))=,7{ g (x )) ."h ( x) ) , (B.5)

and by using the Fourier transforms of the sine and Gaussian
functions

{G C) IC1Gaus(cf1X (B.7)

Thus the electric field in the far field becomes

Ee(fX) =.7sn2~}3{Gu2~
2br ()2b

= ~~f-- 21.) (B.8)

f .f [8(a-.- I) Gaus(q~f.-a))da

2jG8~ f 2b 2b))

Written in terms of the electric field at f, = 1/2b this becomes

Ef (fX) U# [a c(fx- L)) - fx (B.9)

E4L)2 I a- Ga ubgJ

The associated intensity pattern is simply the square of the
modulus of the electric field pattern.

Gaus 2b~ Gaus (C (X+A)
______ Gaus (C 1 x- Ias.) (f+) (B.10)

A plot of this function is shown in Figure 4 of the main text for
b = x and c = 10.

The equation for the intensity pattern in the far field, for an
array with an odd number of elements operating in the out-of-
phase mode, is identical to Equation B.9 except the two Gaussian
functions are added instead of subtracted.
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APPENDIX C - Calculation of SLM Far Field for AmplitdIde
Modulation in Near Field

The SLM near field for amplitude modulation (no phase modulation)
may be modeled as an infinite series of two-dimensional Rect
functions.

E~xY) EM E(O,O0) , brecc

where

rec_-x-xO) -b01 (c.2)

"I b 2

(For a sketch of rect(x) see Figure 12)
with x, y = Position coordinates along the horizontal and

vertical axis in the plane of the modulator,
b, d = Width, height of the high transmission bars,

and
a, c = Distance between bars.

The electric field in the far field is given by the Fourier
transform of the near field radiation pattern.

Rf" (f" fy) = Sr {E,,,(x,y)A

= jr E. r(O,0) rec - rec y

where

f_ = Yf (C.4)

with xf, Y, = Position coordinates along the horizontal and
vertical axes in the focal plane,

= Wavelength, and
f = Focal length.
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This is separable into two similar one dimensional equations.
Efar (f,,) = r{Hnmz (X) I

.J .E(0) . rect x-an) (C.5)

b J
•,g ,= (fy) " • (E, ., (y ) }

The analysis is simplified by calculating the result in one
dimension and then using it in both dimensions. The eleccric
field in the near field may be written as

E~(x) 00 4-n

~f rec ) 8(-(x-an))da

=f rect{-S) a (x-a -an) de (C.7)

b a a

=rec (c) * RCU:C

Using the identity

.r(g(x) *h(x)} = 7{g(x)} I -Ih(x)} (C.8)

and the Fourier transforms of the rect and the comb functions

Jr{rect.i} = JIb sinc (bf) ,(C.9)

3'{ 1 comb(a) } = comb(af,) " (C.1O)

the electric field in the far field may be written as

Efar (f,) rEnear (0)f
= IbIsinc(bfx) comb(afx)
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Rewritten in two dimensions in terms of the elect.-ic field at the
center of the far field pattern this becomes

E (4, f7).Er(f"f) - sinc(bfW) • comb(af,) • sinc(dfy) comb(cfy) (C.12)

The intensity pattern in the far field is

Itz(fz, fy) -{sinc(bf) -comb(af.) -sinc(dfy) comb(cfY)) 2

Ifaz (0, 0)

(c.13)

This corresponds well to the observed SLM far field intensity
pattern as shown in Figure 13 of the main text.
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APPENDIX D - Calculation of SLM Far Field for Amplitude
Modulation and Phase Modulation in Near Field

The SLM near field, in one dimension, for amplitude and phase
modulation may be modeled as an infinite series of rect functions
times a phase modulation term.

E.R*(x),- RE (O) [rect (.:) * I-1Icomb (Ac)]- exp [j-sin(2xfox)] (D.1)

where x = Position coordinate along the horizontal axis in
the plane of the modulator,

b = Width of the high transmission bars,
a = Distance between bars, and

f = The spatial frequency of the phase grating.

The electric field in the far field is given by the Fourier
transform of the near field radiation pattern.

Et=(f=, = Y{H.(0)" [rect (1) * 1I-comb (Ac)] exp [sin(2xfox)] 1
(D.2)

where

f Xf (D.3)
If'

with xf = Position coordinate along the horizontal axis in
the focal plane,

I = Wavelength, and
f = Focal length.

Using the identity

S{g(x) • h (x) }=Y (g(x) }*i h (x)I , (D.4)

the Fourier transform of an infinite series of rect functions
(calculated in Appendix C)

I' ret X-a2)} = IbI sinc(bf,) " comb(affz) , (D.5)
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and the Fourier transform for a sinusoidally varying phase
grating

the electric field in the far field may be written as

Efa (f,) .-r u ec .Yb*)l.comb (a) * Jr lexp [J 2sin(2%fox)
E__ (0) b, afex 2

- [b sinc(bft1 ) -comb (aft) ] •*•r J:(i-)exp ( j21qfOx)

[b sinc(bfx) .comb (afs) * [ fJ(!)8 (fx-qfo)l
[b 2 (D.7)

f~ ~ ~ ~~ ~. b4A sicb).C~ a)F ) 8(f, - qft- c) du
2

- 2 ~?fb sine(beg) -comb (as) -8 (t1-qf -a) ds

- J4M) b sinc[b(fx-qfo ] "comb (a(fx-qfo))

The intensity pattern in the far field is

i2( - b sine[b(f-qfo) I • comb (a(ft-qfo) ) (D.8)

This corresponds well to the observed SLM far field intensity
pattern as shown in Figure 21 of the main text.
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